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2020 BIENNIAL ENERGY REPORT

Goal of the Report
Pursuant to ORS 469.059, provide a comprehensive review of 
energy resources, policies, trends, and forecasts, and what they 
mean for Oregon.

Scoping the Report
Shaped by a data-driven process, equity considerations, and input 
from stakeholders and the public.

Designing the Report
Shorter briefs on a wider variety of energy topics, tear-away style. 
Themes cross sections for general 101 or technology reviews and 
deeper-dive policy briefs.
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https://energyinfo.oregon.gov/ber



energyinfo.oregon.gov/ber
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Oregon’s overall and sector-
based energy use, energy 
production and generation, 
and energy expenditures. 

Data and metrics track how 
Oregon produces, purchases, 
and uses various types of 
energy.

Energy 

by the 

Numbers
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Energy by the Numbers | Page 1

Numbers are in trillions of British thermal units (Btus)

Oregon’s Energy Flow
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Energy by the Numbers | Page 41
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Energy by the Numbers | Page 44
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The timeline of Oregon’s 
energy history is meant to 
serve as a useful reference 
for readers as they review 
sections of the Energy 
Report, especially for 
energy data over time.

(1973)

History 

Timeline

https://www.oregon.gov/energy/Data-and-Reports/Documents/2020-BER-Energy-History.pdf
https://www.oregon.gov/energy/Data-and-Reports/Documents/2020-BER-Energy-History.pdf
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This section is intended to 
help the reader 
understand the first part of 
the energy story: how 
energy is produced, used, 
and transformed.

Energy 

101
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Codes & 

Standards

Energy 101 | Page 132
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The reviews in this section 
cover the spectrum of 
traditional to innovative –
and demonstrate the 
breadth of technology that is 
integral to the production 
and management of our 
energy system.

Resource & 

Technology 

Reviews
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Power-to-Gas

Technology & Resource Reviews | Page 102, 160
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This section provides 
deeper-dive insights on 
emerging energy trends, 
opportunities, and barriers 
in the energy sector.

Policy Briefs
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COVID-19 

and Energy

Policy Briefs | Page 208, 215

Some Oregon utilities have taken action in the wake of the COVID-

19 outbreak:

• Waiving fees for disconnections and reconnections.

• Waiving the accrual and collection of late payment fees, 

interest, and penalties.

• Increasing the duration and flexibility for payment 

arrangements to pay off past due balances.

• Creating new relief funds offering bill credits to customers who 

have lost income due to the pandemic.

• Assisting business customers in applying for federal COVID-19 

aid.

• Relaxing eligibility conditions for equal payment plans. 

• Refunding security deposits or applying them to utility bills.

• Easing paperwork requirements to qualify for energy assistance 

programs and medical certification.



CROSS-SECTIONAL TOPICS
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Alternative Fuels and Electric Vehicles
Transportation is the largest contributor of greenhouse gas 
emissions in Oregon, so increasing low- and zero-emission 
vehicle options can help address climate change. Sections 
discuss the technologies, how increased adoption can affect 
utilities and the electric grid, and more.

Energy 101: Where Transportation Fuels Come From

Technology Reviews: Electric Vehicles, Charging, & Hydrogen 
Cars

Policy Brief: Assessing & Managing Effects of EVs on the Grid

Policy Brief: Using Truck Efficiency to Reduce Fuel 
Consumption and Emissions

Policy Brief: Alternative Fuels Assessment for Medium- & 
Heavy-Duty Fleets

Policy Briefs | Page 121



CROSS-SECTIONAL TOPICS

Resource Adequacy & Clean Energy 
Standards
Resource adequacy ensures there are sufficient 
resources available to meet electricity needs. As 
more coal plants head toward retirement and 
renewable energy facilities come online, addressing 
resource adequacy will become even more 
important.

Energy 101: Clean & Renewable Standards

Policy Brief: Renewable & Zero Emission 
Standards

Technology Reviews: Storage, Solar, Wind, Coal

Energy 101: Resource Adequacy

Policy Brief: Resource Adequacy
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Energy 101 | Page 77



CROSS-SECTIONAL TOPICS
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Energy Efficiency 
Energy Efficiency is Oregon’s second-largest 
electricity resource behind hydro and 
continues to cost less than new generation. 
In 2020, energy efficiency is at a policy and 
cost-effectiveness crossroads with resource 
acquisition, equity and climate. 

Energy by the Numbers - Metrics

Energy 101 - Background

Policy Briefs  

• Acquisition Trends

• Evolution of EE Programs

• EE as Cornerstone to Climate                  
Executive Orders

• Incorporating Equity & Environmental 
Justice

Policy Briefs | Page 243
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Questions/Comments?

RESOURCES:

Repor t  on l ine:  energy in fo .oregon.gov/ ber

Contact  us/ request  a  presentat ion:  

odoe.powerappspor ta l s .us / ber -comment/

https://energyinfo.oregon.gov/ber
https://odoe.powerappsportals.us/ber-comment/

